
Wrestler  of  the  Day  –
November 14: Mike Enos
Today  we’re looking at an underrated power guy in Mike Enos.

Enos got his start in the AWA in its dying days as part of Larry’s
Legends in the Team Challenge Series. Here’s an example of what that
meant from a show in January of 1990.

The Trooper vs. Mike Enos

Enos is one of Larry’s Legends and I have no clue on The
Trooper. Larry is a champion of some kind here. Apparently
he’s world champion as we continue to try to get this down to
a specified date. Apparently you have to get a football in a
goal and you can’t throw it. There is going to be a player on
offense and one on defense and downs. First to five wins. Oh
dear. They’re wearing helmets and full pads. Oh good night.

They’re having a jump ball for offense first. And the referee
knocks Enos into the hockey goal behind him. 1-0 Trooper. And
now they’re using wrestling moves on each other. I hate my
life. Oh so each possession is 45 seconds apparently. 2-0
Trooper. They pointed out that Trooper played two years in the
NFL. Oh and the Vikings donated the equipment here.

Enos stalls a lot. Trooper recovers a fumble to make it 3-0.
More stalling ensues as we’re approaching ten minutes for
this. Drop toe holds are legal? Enos hits a helmet to the knee
and doesn’t go for the score of course. Oh ok it’s 3-1 now. So
Enos beat the tar out of the leg so Trooper can’t move.
PSYCHOLOGY? HERE? 3-2 as Enos throws the ball in even though
that was deemed illegal earlier.

And the referee hits Enos for no apparent reason. They’s in
football gear and using leg locks. WOW I hate this company.
Tied up at three. Trooper is thrown to the floor, meaning this
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is going to take even more time. 4-3 Enos. What is in the
water in Minnesota that they actually created this? Trooper
makes it 4 all and we’re at next goal wins. And the referee
knocks down Enos so Trooper can win unopposed. Oh my freaking
goodness.

Rating:  S.  Sixteen  minutes.  Sixteen  minutes.  THEY  SPENT
SIXTEEN  MINUTES  ON  THIS  CRAP???  This  is  worse  than  the
Doomsday Cage. I didn’t think that was possible. Why am I
watching this nonsense? Granted it’s hard to blame this on
either  guy  because  this  really  had  nothing  to  do  with
wrestling.

Off to a more stable company with WCW’s WrestleWar 1990.

Skyscrapers vs. Road Warriors

Street fight. The Skyscrapers are almost a revolving door of members and
in this case it’s Mark Callous and a masked man who is played by Mike
Enos. The Skyscrapers have Teddy Long to counter Paul Ellering. Long
comes in to fight Ellering and is knocked to the floor with one punch.
Everyone is in street clothes. What street these would be normal on I
have no idea but the thought is there.

The Warriors dominate to start and here comes Doom for no apparent
reason. They’re in suits and Teddy goes to join them. Enos gets in some
offense to take over (he’s just the masked man here but I’ll be calling
him Enos to keep things clearer) but it’s pretty short lived. The Road
Warriors shrug it off and Hawk hits a running clothesline off the apron
to Callous. They get back in and this slows down even more. The Warriors
throw Callous out and the Doomsday Device kills Enos easily for the pin.

Rating: D. I love the Road Warriors but they need the right kind of team
to make things work. The Skyscrapers were never quite a team that worked,
at least not here. They were good at destroying jobbers and small people
but having brawls like this was never really anything worth seeing.

We’ll jump again to the WWF with Enos as Blake Beverly of the Beverly
Brothers, starting at Survivor Series 1991.



Team Nasty Boys vs. Team Rockers

Nasty Boys, Beverly Brothers

Rockers, Bushwhackers

This is right before the Rockers split and they’re already having issues.
This is regular rules, which means individual eliminations and not one
loss means both team members are gone. Butch and Knobbs get things going
as Gorilla and Bobby talk about Hogan vs. Taker II. Butch hits a running
knee lift and it’s off to Luke. The Whackers take over on the Nasties
with a pair of double clotheslines.

The Beverly Brothers come in and do about as well as the Nasties with
both Brothers taking a Battering Ram. The Rockers double dropkick the
Nasties and the good guys have cleared the ring. It’s Shawn vs. Beau (the
other is Blake) now as the announcers debate which guy on either team is
the brains. A backbreaker puts Shawn down and it’s back to Knobbs. Luke
comes in and avoids a splash in the corner but whacks his arms too much,
allowing Knobbs to hit a middle rope clothesline for the elimination.

Off to Shawn vs. Sags with Jerry suplexing him down. Gorilla talks about
how tonight will culminate at Tuesday in Texas. Again, screw you fans who
bought this, as you just got part one. Some idiot fan stands up and poses
for the camera so the shots keep cutting away a lot. The Rockers work on
Sags’ arm before it’s off to Blake. Gorilla somehow can’t tell the
Rockers apart, even though they pretty much look nothing alike.

A superkick puts Blake down but Beverly comes back with knees in the
corner. Marty comes off the middle rope and shoves the referee for no
apparent reason. It doesn’t go anywhere so I guess it was a mistake. Must
be Colombian coke for Marty tonight. Off to Beau who doesn’t do much
other than allow a tag to Butch who cleans house. The Beverlies double
team him with a backdrop into a facejam for the pin and the elimination.

It’s Nasties/Beverlies vs. Rockers now with Marty coming in again. Marty
monkey flips and ranas Beau down for two as Heenan and Gorilla trade
statements of excitement. An enziguri puts Beau down again and it’s off
to an armbar. It’s also off to Shawn who doesn’t do as well as you would



expect against one of the Beverly Brothers. Off to Blake who jumps over
Beau and lands on Shawn’s back in a move that the World’s Greatest Tag
Team made famous.

Out of nowhere Shawn grabs a backslide on Beau for the pin to make it
3-1. Sags is in next as Gorilla thinks Marty should reach further for a
tag. Even though the Rockers would split less than a month later, it
wasn’t clear yet who would have gotten the super push. The Nasties head
to the floor and Shawn clotheslines Sags off the apron and superkicks
Knobbs down. Back in and Sags takes over again. Marty’s eyes are just
gone and he looks awful.

Blake comes in again and gets kicked in the face, allowing for a falling
tag to Marty. A big jumping back elbow takes Knobbs down and a snapmare
gets two. Knobbs takes Jannetty down again and Heenan talks about Tuesday
in Texas. Off to Sags with a powerslam and a belly to back suplex before
it’s back to Knobbs. Marty gets his knees up to stop a middle rope splash
and there’s the tag to Shawn. Everything breaks down and Marty swings
Sags’ feet into Shawn’s face, resulting in Knobbs rolling Michaels up for
the pin.

That leaves us with Marty vs. Blake and the Nasties which I don’t see
going well for the coke head. Shawn freaks out on him before he leaves
too to even further tease the tension. Marty starts with Knobbs and hits
a middle rope bulldog but Jerry takes him down almost immediately and
knocks him to the floor. A powerslam from Blake puts Marty down and the
Nasties head to the floor. Jannetty dives on both of them and slams
Blake’s face into the mat. Marty hooks a terrible looking small package
on Sags but Knobbs rolls them over to give Jerry the final eliminating
pin.

Rating: D. Man alive this was a long match. That’s the problem the rest
of this show has created: there’s nothing else worth watching for the
rest of the night and now they’re just filling in time to say that you’re
getting a PPV that means something, when really you need to see the
sequel to get the full thing. But hey, who cares about treating the fans
right when you can get their money?



The team would be in action at Summerslam 1992 with a Tag Team Title
shot.

Tag Titles: Natural Disasters vs. Beverly Brothers

The Brothers are managed by the Genius and are challenging here. Genius
messes up his poem by getting some dates wrong but the fans are already
cheering for the fat champions anyway. The challengers try to jump the
big guys early on but the champions take their heads off with
clotheslines. Both Brothers (Beau and Blake) are crushed in a fat man
sandwich, leaving us with Typhoon to start against Blake.

Typhoon pounds away on the smaller man but Blake manages to lift him up
for a slam. He can’t turn it over but it was a nice try at least.
Everything breaks down for a few seconds until we’re back to more
Disaster dominance. Quake accidentally splashes Typhoon in the corner and
the ocean themed guy is down. The Brothers double team Typhoon with a
splash but he launches Beau to the floor on the kickout.

Hang on a second: Shawn Michaels has left Wembley Stadium!

Back to the match with Blake hitting a middle rope headbutt for a delayed
two. Beau holds Typhoon on the ropes so Blake can jump on his back in a
move later used by Charlie Haas and Shelton Benjamin. The Brothers take
turns pounding on Typhoon and draw Earthquake in, allowing them to double
team Typhoon even more. A headbutt gets two for Blake and it’s off to a
front facelock.

Typhoon finally makes a tag but the referee doesn’t see it, likely due to
being bored by the match so far. Beau drops an ax handle onto Typhoon’s
back but the big man FINALLY clotheslines both Beverlies down but stops
to slam Beau instead of tagging out. Blake dropkicks his brother into a
cross body on Typhoon for two and Quake has had enough. His save attempt
is broken up by Genius’ metal scroll to Typhoon’s back as this match just
keeps going. Quake breaks up he cover and gets the hot tag to clean
house. A powerslam and the Earthquake are enough to retain the titles.

Rating: D. This just wouldn’t stop as the Brothers got WAY too much
offense in here. The problem is the same as it was last year: there was



no doubt as to who was walking out with the belts and that makes for a
rather boring match. Also, the Beverlies are pretty average size guys so
there’s only so much they can do against people like the Disasters.

Another elimination tag at Survivor Series 1992.

Nasty Boys/Natural Disasters vs. Beverly Brothers/Money Inc

Money Inc has the tag titles and are about to fight the Nasty Boys. This
is one of those “when one guy gets pinned, both team members are out”
deals, so it’s a max of three falls to end this match. We start with
Typhoon vs. Blake Beverly and it’s a strut off. Typhoon starts throwing
Blake around and puts him in an over the shoulder backbreaker so he can
hand him off to Quake for a bearhug.

Beau tries to cheat to help his brother but it only results in a double
splash from both Disasters in the corner. Off to Knobbs as the fans
aren’t interested in this match at all. Knobbs runs Blake over with
clotheslines and brings in Jerry who finally allows a tag to Beau. A
pumphandle slam puts Beau down but he no sells it for some reason. Off to
DiBiase who can’t suplex Sags, so Sags suplexes him.

Off to IRS who Jerry hiptosses down. The limited selling continues as IRS
gets up and brings in Beau for a powerslam and it’s off to Blake again.
Scratch that it’s Beau in now. Off to a chinlock from Blake as the
Beverlies keep tagging in and out very fast. Jerry tries a quick sleeper
but they wind up slamming heads to put both guys down. There’s the tag to
Earqhquake and Blake is in trouble. Quake takes out all four of them and
everything breaks down. For some reason Beau tries a crucifix on Typhoon
and gets crushed for his efforts. The Earthquake from Earthquake
eliminates the Beverlies and it’s 4-2.

DiBiase comes in to face Earthquake but gets beaten up by all four
opponents in short order. Back to Quake who misses a splash in the corner
and Money Inc double suplexes the fatter man down. IRS gets two off the
suplex and picks him up to freak Bobby out again. Back to DiBiase as the
fans are all over IRS. IRS chokes away on Quake some more and it’s back
to DiBiase for some chops.



A middle rope double ax by Ted gets two so here’s IRS again. The champs
do tag in and out quite well. Quake clotheslines IRS down and finally
makes the hot tag to Typhoon. House is cleaned and a splash crushes IRS.
DiBiase trips up Typhoon (how appropriate) and IRS gets the easy pin to
tie it up, but Jerry runs in and rolls up IRS for the fast pin to win.

Rating: C. Not bad here but the ending kind of sucked. What was the point
in having the Nasties beat Money Inc that fast when the majority of the
match was about the Disasters vs. Money Inc? The Nasties were basically
there to fill in a spot instead of being the focus of the match for their
team. Odd indeed but it was entertaining enough.

One final WWF match as the first meal for the Steiner Brothers at Royal
Rumble 1993.

Steiner Brothers vs. Beverly Brothers

For you ECW freaks, Bill Alfonzo is the referee. Scott and I think Blake
start things off. This is the Steiners’ first major match and the fans
seem to love them right off the bat. Scott immediately takes him to the
mat with a top wristlock, causing Blake to freak out with a claim of
tights being pulled. That sequence worked so well that they do it again.
Heenan is very excited about the debut of Narcissist, which is Lex Luger
as a guy obsessed with his muscles. In other words, Lex Luger debuts
tonight.

After Blake stalls some more, here’s Beau to taunt the not legal Rick.
There’s the tag to Rick who chases Beau around and hits Blake in the
process. A powerslam puts Rick down and I don’t think Gorilla knows which
Beverly is which. Since this is a Steiners match, it’s time for suplexes!
Scott nearly kills Beau with a belly to belly and everything breaks down
for a bit, allowing the Beverlies to take over on Scotty.

We get into a standard formula with Scott having his back worked on by
both villains. Blake chokes with a tag rope in the corner for two.
Heenan: “Gotta hook the tights.” Gorilla: “WHAT?” I love how shocked he
sounds every time Heenan says something like that. Beau puts on a Boston
Crab but Scott easily pushes out of it. Blake blocks a tag and let’s make
sure that we’re LIVE still. What was WWF’s obsession with that?



Scott avoids an elbow drop but Blake breaks up the hot tag again. The
crowd is silent when the Beverlies are on offense. Scott comes back with
a butterfly powerbomb to put Blake down and Scott actually dives through
the ropes and tags at the same time. Rick cleans house and there are
Steiner Lines for both Beverlies. Scott pounds on Blake in the corner and
counters a Doomsday Device with a victory roll for two. The
Frankensteiner to Beau gets the pin.

Rating: D+. Pretty dull match here as the Steiners were clearly going to
dominate the entire time. The Beverlies never got above lower midcard
status and their biggest feud was against the Bushwhackers. What were you
going to expect them to do against the freaking STEINER BROTHERS? Nothing
here but a squash.

We’ll jump ahead a few years with Enos in WCW as the Mauler. Here he is
on Nitro, May 26, 1996.

Steve Doll vs. The Mauler

And here it is. Why would this be on TV you ask? The same reason a guy
named Steve Gatorwolf was on SNME once: to allow something else to
happen. Mauler is Mike Enos and has Colonel Parker with him. Doll means
nothing. Crowd is DEAD and the Mauler squashes him for awhile. They
both go to the floor and Doll goes into the post. We take a break and
come back and you can see him in the crowd.

Scott Hall comes over the railing and wants a mic. He says the famous
line of you know who I am but you don’t know why I’m here. He calls out
some of the big WCW names and has a challenge for Bischoff, Turner,
Savage and anyone else that is here in WCW. “You want a war? You gonna
get one.” The match of course just ends.

From September 23, 1996 on Nitro.

Mike Enos vs. Chris Jericho

We’re told that it’s Harlem Heat vs. Outsiders for the titles at Havoc.
They start fast and Jericho gets slapped, as does Enos. Enos channels his
inner JYD and gets on all fours to headbutt Jericho. Pretty basic match



so far as we talk about Savage and the NWO. Larry says there was
something else Savage said that Larry didn’t like. He doesn’t bother
saying what that is, but I guess that’s an exercise left up to us.

They go to the floor and it’s all Enos. He loads up the steps and
suplexes Jericho onto them, which isn’t a DQ I guess. Three minutes after
he initially brought it up, Larry says it was the last hope for WCW line
that he didn’t like. Off to a bearhug and then a powerslam for two. All
Enos so far. Jericho gets put into a Boston Crab which isn’t ironic yet.
Over the shoulder backbreaker now but Jericho counters into a sunset flip
for two.

Missile dropkick puts Enos down and up to the corner we go. He sets for a
super rana but Enos powerbombs him out of it (not as exciting as it
sounds) for two. In a pretty cool ending that I don’t think I’ve seen
before, Jericho counters a powerslam into something like a powerslam of
his own (better than it sounds) for the pin. That looked pretty sweet
actually.

Rating: B-. Much better match here than I was expecting. Enos was fine
for what he was supposed to be here: a power guy acting as a foil for
Jericho to look good against here. The ending was good too and it’s
always fun to see a guy like Jericho getting one of his first big breaks
on national TV. Fun match that did things simply but well.

Enos would mainly be a jobber to the stars, who tended to be from Canada.
From Nitro on July 14, 1997.

Chris Benoit vs. Mike Enos

Last night Benoit FINALLY got rid of Kevin Sullivan so tonight he can go
back to beating people up. Benoit stomps away on Enos in the corner but
Mike comes back with knees in the corner. We hear about the return of
Clash of the Champions, which would be the final edition of the show.
Enos hits a fallaway slam off the middle rope and a neckbreaker gets two.
A kneeling piledriver gets two more and it’s off to a bearhug. That gets
broken up quickly so Enos powerslams him down for two. Not that it
matters as Benoit Crossfaces him for the tap out.



Rating: C. This was a bit better than a squash as Enos got in a lot of
offense and was in control for most of the time. Then again Benoit was
supposed to be banged up because of the match last night and he won
anyway so it’s not a big problem or anything like that. Decent little
match here.

We’ll jump ahead to the blue show with Thunder, February 19, 1998.

Outsiders vs. Mike Enos/Wayne Bloom

WCW wins the survey in a landslide. Nash says Giant needs to be at the
PPV and does a shout out to Syxx about being some rubber thing. Hall
pounds on Enos to start and hits a quick chokeslam to work in his Giant
pose. Enos comes back with a powerslam for two and it’s off to Bloom but
Nash gets in a cheap shot to take over. Nash comes in and destroys Wayne,
decks the referee and powerbombs Bloom for a $50,000 fine and a DQ loss.

Here’s another singles match on Thunder, August 26, 1998.

Mike Enos vs. Bull Pain

Bull Pain has been kicking around the indies and smaller promotions for
years now. Enos starts fast and pounds away before hitting a nice side
slam. Lots of walking around and posing by Enos. Pain comes back with
some right hands and kicks to the ribs but that’s about it for him. A
middle rope fall away slam is enough to finish Pain and gets Enos the
only pop of his WCW career.

Rating: D. The fall away slam was good but we’re seriously having Mike
Enos squashes now? This is how far Thunder has fallen? Bull Pain is a
good name for someone but when you get a jobber’s entrance to face Mike
Enos, it might be time to look for a new line of work. Nothing to see
here.

Enos actually had a PPV match at Souled Out 1999.

Mike Enos vs. Chris Benoit

After main eventing Thunder for two weeks in a row, this is the best
Benoit can get? Feeling out process to start with Benoit taking him up



against the ropes and chopping away before getting taken down by a
running clothesline. The muscular Enos hammers away but gets chopped and
clotheslined by the Canadian to take over. Enos gets whipped down into
the corner and dragon screw leg whipped for good measure.

More chops have Enos reeling but he counters the Crossface into a tilt-a-
whirl backbreaker for a very delayed two. A powerslam gets a much more
timely two and we hit the bearhug on Benoit. Off to the chinlock on
Benoit which is quickly switched over to another bearhug. Benoit elbows
out of it but gets kneed in the ribs to put him down again. Benoit
counters a suplex into a cross body for two. The Rolling Germans have
Mike in trouble and there’s the Swan Dive but Benoit can’t cover. Back up
and Benoit slaps on the Crossface for the submission.

Rating: C. The match was fine but I’m not sure this should have opened a
PPV. Benoit looked good, though it’s against Mike Enos so how much does
it really mean? This was a good sign that WCW didn’t know what to do with
Benoit at the moment, but at least he got a nice win.

We’ll wrap it up on Thunder, February 11, 1999.

Tag Team Title Tournament: Mike Enos/Bobby Duncum Jr. vs. Faces of Fear

The losers are eliminated. Meng and Enos get things going and they
actually do some technical stuff at first. Mike takes him into the corner
but offers a clean break so they can stare at each other. Meng does the
same and this has the makings of a long match. They trade shots to the
ribs until Meng nails him with a clothesline. Enos takes him down with an
armdrag and it’s off to Duncum who gets wristlocked. Barbarian comes in
as this match isn’t exactly thrilling the fans. Bobby hits a bad dropkick
to send Barbarian to the floor.

We take a break and come back with Meng getting choked in the corner to
keep Enos in control. A piledriver has almost no effect on Meng and it’s
off to Barbarian who gets powerslammed for two. Meng comes back in with a
piledriver of his own for two on Bobby. A double diving headbutt gets the
same before Barbarian drops an elbow on Duncum’s back. We hit the
chinlock before Meng comes in to choke.



The match just keeps going as Meng bites Bobby’s nose. Barbarian’s side
slam gets two and Meng, I’m assuming out of boredom, dances before
kicking Duncum in the head. A powerslam gets another near fall on
Bobby….and Barbarian turns on Meng with some kicks to the head to give
Duncum the pin.

Rating: D-. This tournament is officially the work of the devil. There is
no other possible explanation for making me watch these teams fight three
times in a month, including this which went nearly fifteen minutes. I
have no idea who thinks Mike Enos and Bobby Duncum Jr. should be given
this much TV time but they should be dragged out into the street and
shot.

Mike Enos is a good choice to put out there for a power opponent and not
much more. That being said, there’s always room for a guy like him with a
decent look and enough success and experience to to make a good opponent.
Sometimes you just need a guy with muscles that you can beat up and Enos
fit that mold well. He was better than people remember him being and a
good tag wrestler, meaning he deserves a bit more credit than he gets.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book of
1997 WCW Monday Nitro Reviews at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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